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About This Game

It's a family friendly, puzzle solving and platforming adventure.

Join a young witch apprentice in her quest against the lord of darkness and help her dispel the shadows from the witches’
kingdom. Sharpen your wit and use her magic powers to overcome every obstacle and solve every puzzle on the way to

completing her mission.
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Based on different legends and myths of the Basque Country, our heroine will travel across locations based on real landmarks
and will meet different characters from local folklore. Mari, mother earth and queen of nature, Basajaun, the noble guardian

of the forest, and many more.

Key features:

 Family friendly puzzles and adventures.

 Get to know a different kind of mythology.

 Travel through beautiful levels inspired by real locations of the Basque Country.

 Unlock and combine different spells to solve puzzles of ascending difficulty.

 Lowpoly art-style with vibrant and beautiful colors.

 Over 30 achievements for those who want a greater challenge.

Explore the lands, meet the protectors of the realm and recover all your skills to enlarge, reduce, move, freeze or dematerialize
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every obstacle. You´ll need to use them wisely to solve the challenges ahead:

*Sorgina: A Tale of Witches is specially aimed at younger players who will find its puzzles more challenging and will learn
about a land and mythology they probably never heard about.

**Sorgina: A Tale of Witches can be played both in English, Spanish and also in Basque Language (Euskera).

This game was developed with the support of Diputación Foral de Bizkaia.
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Title: Sorgina: A Tale of Witches
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Binary Soul
Publisher:
Binary Soul
Release Date: 30 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA Geforce GT 220 1GB / AMD Radeon HD 6450 1GB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 10 GB available space

Sound Card: Directx 9.0c compatible

English
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I barely review stuff but I had to warn people about this one.

The game frequently crashed. I bought it and was NEVER ABLE TO PLAY THE GAME!!!

 It's not my PC. I just got it in October '17 and it's more than capable of playing any and all games on Ultra Settings.

Game is bug ridden. Sounded like a good game to play if it works. Until then....refund please!!!!!. i like the locomotive and the
bell but the freeken alerter!!! it just wont go off! dovetall games needs to update this loco becuse i dont like the elerter!!!!. This
small piece of art is immersive in extreme.
The story, the gameplay, the graphics, the sound - everything is coherent here, no random elements.
By all means try it - it's outstanding in its simplicity.. Compared to Civ 5 this game is a joke. The district system is weird I dont
mind the Wonders but the art style combat and Builder reworks are just\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 If you're
gonna by a CIV by CIV 5. 8.5\/10

This joins thing I love:
Trains
City development (also you can build your own)
Tycoon games

A little expensive, but I think it values each cent.. awsome!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
. amazing MMORPG, one of the best I've ever played.

pour some liquor for my nibba Louisoix. This game is a scam, IMHO.

Edit 2015\/11\/20 : well moreso a scam when it would barely run on my old computer (Radeon HD 7970 -- still a very very
powerful card) but on my entirely new computer, a year later, the game runs better. Still not much more than 30 fps, and on a
Radeon R9 290 it can run Witcher 3 at a higher framerate. Either way, original review below:

I saw the screenshots, figured it looked amusing, so I figured I might as well try it out. I saw salinger06 had left a positive
review, seemed like a relatively safe guess that it would be a good game. Before even playing the game, I noticed that salinger06
had no other games on their account, so it was likely that the developers had set up a fake account to leave a review. Who signs
up to steam to buy just THIS game? I noticed that user only has 1 friend, Avreus Culter. I look at his account, and it's full of
these "simulator" games from PlayWay, I find that suspicious since they have generally recieved horrible reviews. Now today,
Avreus has left a positive review on this game as well! Hmm! I click on his review, and there is one comment from seph.au
stating "Yet another dev or family of dev self review. " Furthering my suspicion.

Now, that aside, maybe the game is indeed fun, so just now I go and try it out. My system specs: AMD Phenom II quad core
processor, Radeon 7970, 8GB DDR3. I can play any game on the highest options, I usually hold back on antialiasing (I don't go
above 4x on the latest games) but generally any game I can max it out and play it smooth as silk. I boot up the game, max
settings. It loads and is extremely slow, like 5 frames per second. I remember seeing people complain about "Mining Simulator"
being rediculously poorly written and causing people to run it on lowest settings, so that's what I did, get out of the game and try
everything on medium. Same exact performance. Hmm. Okay, just for fun, I tried every option on the LOWEST settings... It
was marginally better, maybe 10 FPS, still completely unplayable. But just to see what the game was like, I tried to struggle
through a race. The game engine is really bad. There was little to no effort put into this game. How a person could log more than
an hour into it boggles my mind.

I wouldn't wish this game upon my worst enemies and I think the entire PlayWay catalog should be removed from Steam and
those customers refunded if they wish. This is a scam.

Edit: Apparently someone has said that this game will run on nVidia GeForce graphics cards. So if you have a Radeon, don't
even consider it, if that's the case. I literally can't play the game to log more time to give it an honest chance.
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1Heart brings the heebie-jeebies in its fantastic art style and use of color and sound. From the moment the game loads the first
odd cut scene, you know you are in for something weird, twisted, and probably not going to make alot of sense. That doesn't
stop this title from packing everything you love about the genre into the game though. You have items that can be combined,
puzzles, finding hidden objects, and feeling plenty lost 90% of the time. Veterans of the genre may enjoy the challenge that
1Heart offers, being a game that is very stingy with its hint system for better or worse. Those like me, who have some
experience but only play on occasion may want to keep a handy guide on stand by as it is very easy to feel lost and confused as
to what to do next. Despite this though, the puzzles are enjoyable, the game sticks to its theme unabashedly, and the voice acting
guides the story, even if I found it slightly cheesy at times. In all 1Heart is a strange and twisted tale, it requires patience, luck,
and most of all, lots of clicking. The game is well designed and looks fantastic. Just be aware of the nature of the beast. This
isn't a game to hold your hand, simply put.

I made a video review to show off some of the features and gameplay of this game!
https://youtu.be/Cqv2U9rDvCM
I hope you enjoy!
Martyr. Zombies on a Plane.
Yes title says it all later all.
.... alright....
This game offers 2 main modes the first being FPS based where you have to either protect points upon a plane from waves of
Zombie. But not Zombies done like before these zombies can keep going without limbs but also they can go without a head.
Causing the issue of making all zombie feel bullet sponges and taking the sensation of mowing down zombies through "skill" in
case makes the game feel like how quickly can you press the shoot button.
The game offers 3 characters straight off (with at least one hidden behind DLC?? yeah day one dlc??) but there is no different
between the characters and gun unlocking is done during each game based upon how many points you get. Again taking out any
decision making for the gamer again as you cant even pick character progression in anyway.
The guns feel floating, the zombies don't react well to being shot meaning loss of immersion again.
2 levels, 2 game types, all the same as not much can is done with the level design, progression is only learboard based.

2nd game is based around flying a plane as you spin it to shake off the Zombies, but as zombie can stay attached when upside
down it just seems to boil down to spin around as much as possible and hope again.

ALL MISS not even worth keeping on an eye on, move on people.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/zS9Yfl8ibvs. Why this is a really great indie game:
- metroidvania elements (backtracking, enigmas) with third person action mechanics
- graphic: wonderful cell shading like with bright colors. (in game is a lot better than the screenshot )
- immersive atmosphere if you like mystery sci-fi (the movie moon come to my mind)
- the puzzles and combats are hard but always fair

so great original idea, design and implementation. Can't wait for the next game from these guys!

Minor flaws:
- UI sometimes takes a little to long to disappear
- does not support all types of game pad

. ENG:

If you like playing around, like adventure, excitement and challenge you, and you're a nerd and you like coding, you like to try
out the hacks, by far the best hacker simulation, where you can legally hack! Testimonial!

FIN:

Jos pid\u00e4t leikkimisest\u00e4, pid\u00e4t seikkailusta, pid\u00e4t j\u00e4nnityksest\u00e4 ja haasteesta sek\u00e4 olet
n\u00f6rtti sek\u00e4 pid\u00e4t koodaamisesta, tykk\u00e4\u00e4t kokeilla my\u00f6s hakkerointia, ehdottomasti paras
hakkeri simulaatio, jossa voi laillisesti hakkeroida! Suositteluni!. dont buy this game and also stay away from the ''sequal''.
Theyve robbed everyone here of their money and now theyre making a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing sequal to once again
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steal our money and abandon the project. I WANT MY MONEY BACK!!!. Endless Legend can take a second to get used to,
but it's very fun if you like tactical\/city building-lite games. I do not have a large list of pros and cons, because if you're
considering this game you already know what you're looking for.

It had tech trees, it has tiered units, it has heroes, it has gear management, each faction plays varying levels of differently, the
graphics are nice, the game can get very hard if you're not keeping up, and the graphics\/character designs are very cool.

If that sounds like your kind of thing, this is up your alley.
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